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Abstract
We describe a learning from diagrammatic behavior specifications approach, where the task-performance knowledge of a human expert is transferred to an agent program using abstract behavior scenarios that the expert and the agent program interactively specify. The diagrammatic interface serves as a communication medium between the expert and the agent program to share knowledge during behavior specification. A relational learning by observation component interprets these scenarios in the context of background knowledge and expert annotations to learn first-order rules that represent the task-performance knowledge for an improved agent program.

Introduction
Developing artificial cognitive agents that behave “intelligently” in complex environments (i.e. large, dynamic, nondeterministic, and with unobservable states) usually presumes costly agent-programmer effort for acquiring knowledge from experts and encoding it into an executable representation. We explore machine learning systems that automatize this process by transferring task-performance knowledge of a human user (“the expert”) to a agent program.

In this paper we describe a learning from diagrammatic behavior specifications approach, where the expert and the agent program interactively specify abstract behavior scenarios using a graphical interface that diagrammatically represents the task and the environment (Fig. 1). A learning component interprets these scenarios in the context of background knowledge, induces procedural rules consistent with the scenarios, and uses them to improve the agent program.

In many real-time tasks (e.g. car driving), only one agent can control the execution of the task at a time. In transferring knowledge from one agent to another in this setting, an important issue is how the “task-executer” and “observer” roles of the two agents are coordinated while the task is performed. One approach to solve this problem is to assign fixed roles to the expert and the agent program. For example, in behavioral cloning systems (Bratko, Urbancic, and Sammut, 1998; Sammut et al. 1992), a learner agent passively observes the task execution of the expert. On the other hand, in learning by instruction systems (Huffman and Laird, 1995) an agent program executes the task while an observing expert gives instructions and feedback. Könik and Laird’s (2004) learning by observation framework support learning from behavior generated by both agents, but the agents do not generate behavior interactively.

Fig. 1. Diagrammatic behavior specification with Redux

In contrast, in the interactive approach described in this paper, the agents switch roles dynamically depending on the specific situation, their knowledge about the world and about the other agent. We use the diagrammatic behavior specification tool Redux (Pearson and Laird, 2004) that facilitates this dynamic interaction by acting as a communication medium between the agents where they share assumptions about the world state, desired behavior, goals motivating that behavior, and feedback about each other’s behavior specifications. This interactive approach helps the learning system to focus on parts of the task where the agent program is lacking knowledge most.

A key bottleneck in creating an agent program by observing and replicating a human expert is that the decisions that the expert makes depend on more features than just those observable in the world. To overcome that problem, our diagrammatic representation provides a natural way for the expert to annotate behavior with
structures related to his/her mental reasoning, such as goals or markers highlighting objects relevant to a decision. Moreover, our framework allows inclusion of complex background knowledge about the task and the domain. These additional information sources help the learner to better model the processes internal to the expert. The learner first learns how the expert selects internal goals based on observed situations, active goals, and knowledge. Next, it learns how the expert selects actions that exhibit behavior consistent with those goals.

The situations that our agents encounter are inherently structured and often include complex relations between the objects. As the agents make decisions and generate behavior, they combine information about observed situations with complex internal structures such as goals and knowledge. We use a relational learning by observation (ReLBO) framework (Könik and Laird, 2004) that provides a natural way of combining these multiple complex knowledge sources by representing all available information using a first order language. ReLBO receives temporally changing relational situations as well as correct/incorrect actions and goal annotations as input, interprets them in the context of additional expert annotations and complex background knowledge, and finally induces an agent program that behaves similarly to the human expert. ReLBO reduces the “behave like an expert” learning problem, to a set of supervised learning problems that can be framed in an Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) setting (Lavrac and Dzeroski, 1994; Bratko and Muggleton, 1995), where first-order rules are learned from structured data.

**Diagrammatic Behavior Specification Framework**

In learning from diagrammatic behavior specifications setting depicted in Fig. 2, a human expert and an agent program interact through Redux, specifying behavior in a diagrammatic story-board like representation. The interaction starts with the expert actively specifying every step of the behavior. As the agent program improves through learing, it becomes a more active participant, suggesting behavior and prompting the expert to resolve conflicts. The agent program takes greater control of the interaction until finally the expert is passively verifying its behavior.

The scenarios generated through the interaction of the expert and the agent program is fed to a relational learning by observation system, which interprets the annotated behavior in the context of background knowledge about the task and domain, and generates an improved agent program which replaces the current one. At each cycle, a new agent program is learned from scratch but since more behavior traces have been accumulated, a more accurate agent program is expected to be learned. When the expert decides that the agent program is competent enough, it is exported to an external agent architecture, currently Soar (Laird and Rosenbloom, 1994; Laird, Newell, and Rosenbloom, 1987), which interacts with the real environment.

**Representation of Task-Performance Knowledge**

We assume that the task performance knowledge of the target agent program is decomposed into a hierarchy of operators that represent both the goals that the agents pursue and the actions that they take to achieve these goals (Fig. 3). The operators at the leaves represent primitive actions and the remaining operators represent the goals of the agent. With the operator hierarchy assumption, we decompose the “learning an agent program” problem to multiple “learning to manage the activity of an operator” problems. The suboperators correspond to strategies that the agent can use as part of achieving the goal of the parent operator. The agent has to continuously maintain the activity of these operators based on current sensors and internal knowledge. When the agent selects an operator, it must also instantiate its parameters. It then executes the operator by selecting and executing suboperators. The suboperators may be executed in complex orderings to achieve the goal of the parent operator, depending on the observed situations and internal knowledge. The real execution on the environment occurs when actions, the lowest level operators, are selected. Operators at any level can be retracted in response to the observed events...
learning task because the learner associates the observed activity of the operators (i.e. selecting them with correct parameters, stopping them when they achieve their goal, abandoning them in preference of other operators, etc.) and executing them (managing the suboperators).

**Behavior Specification**

The expert starts specification of a new behavior by drawing an initial situation consisting of an abstract representation of the environment. The expert then creates a scenario by selecting actions and generating new situations. The interface uses domain knowledge to help the expert with this process by predicting possible outcomes of the selected actions. For example, in a building navigation domain currently supported by Redux, the expert would first draw an abstract map representing the building (rooms, doors, etc.), and select actions for “body” objects that represent the entities to be controlled by agent program at the end of the training. A scenario consists of discrete situations each representing important moments in a continuous behavior. The expert also annotates the scenario with goals and additional knowledge structures such as markers highlighting the important objects to communicate his/her reasoning to the agent program and the learning component.

When the agent is close to that door, go-to-door is replaced with go-through-door, which moves the agent to the next room. Once in the next room, the agent selects go-to-door again but this time with a new Door instantiation. This process continues until agent is in the same room with i1 and get-item-different-room is retracted with all of its suboperators and replaced with get-item-in-room.

We assume that there may be at most one operator active at each level of the hierarchy, except the lowest level operators, which are primitive actions that can be executed in parallel. This assumption simplifies the learning task because the learner associates the observed behavior only with the active operators and each operator is learned in the context of a single parent operator.

```
get-item(Item)

get-item-in-room(Item)  get-item-different-room(Item)

go-through-door(Door)  go-to-door(Door)
```

**Fig. 3. An Operator hierarchy**

The initial knowledge that the system has about the operators consists of their names and the number of arguments. The final agent obtained as the result of learning should have the capability of maintaining the activity of the operators (i.e. selecting them with correct parameters, stopping them when they achieve their goal, abandoning them in preference of other operators, etc.) and executing them (managing the suboperators).

**Relational Learning by Observation**

The scenarios collaboratively generated by the expert and the agent program are recorded to an annotated behavior trace structure and returned to a relational learning by observation component, which interprets them in the context of background knowledge and induces a new agent program. During this process, the annotated behavior traces are first inserted into an episodic database (König and Laird, 2004) that efficiently stores and retrieves the observed behavior and the annotations. The training set generator maps the problem of “obtaining an agent program” to multiple problems of learning decision concepts that can be represented in a “supervised concept-learning” setting. The decision concepts include learning when the operators should be selected and when they should be terminated. For each decision concept, the training set generator creates positive and negative examples using the annotated behavior traces stored in the episodic database. The concept learner component uses an ILP algorithm that learns rules for each decision concept, by generalizing the examples in the training set in the context of background knowledge, which consists of a hand-coded domain theory and the annotated behavior traces. Finally, the learned rules are used to create a new
agent program, which interacts with the expert through Redux.

![Diagram of a sensor system](image)

**Fig. 4.** An observed situation

While the expert makes his/her decision based on the diagrammatic representation, the agent program and the learning system use a symbolic representation that directly corresponds to the diagrammatic representation. A behavior trace consists of a partially ordered set of situations, with each situation consisting of a set of binary relations symbolically representing the environment from the perspective of the agent program (Fig. 4). These relations can represent numerical sensors such as x-coordinate(agent, 35) or energy-level(agent, high) as well as object-valued sensors such as current-room(agent, r1).

The object valued sensors can be used to represent structured relations among perceived objects such as the “on” relation between the book object o2 and the table object o1 in Fig. 4. Moreover, they can represent factual knowledge assumed to be shared by the expert and the agent program. For example in Fig. 4, the learning system has not only the information that the agent is in the room r1, but also that the room r1 is connected to the room r2 through the door d1, although r2 might not be directly visible. We say that the observed situation predicate \( p(s_0, a, b) \) holds if and only if \( p(a, b) \) holds at the situation \( s_0 \). The accepted and rejected annotations are represented with similar situation predicates (König and Laird, 2004).

**Decision Concepts and Generating their Examples**

Assuming an operator hierarchy, the problem of “learning an agent program” is decomposed into multiple “learning when an operator should be active” problems. We further decompose this problem into multiple “decision concept learning” problems that can be framed in a supervised ILP learning setting. Our current learning from behavior specifications implementation uses two decision concepts. The selection-condition concept describes when an operator should be selected and termination-condition described when an operator should be terminated. For example if \( \text{selection-condition}(S, \text{go-to-door}(\text{Door})) \) holds for a situation \( S=s_0 \) and door object \( \text{Door}=d_0 \), it represents advice indicating that the agent should select the operator go-to-door(d0) at situation \( s_0 \).

For a concept \( con \) and operator \( op(x) \) where \( x \) is a parameter vector, the goal of learning is to return a first order concept of form: \( \text{con}(s, op(x)) \leftarrow P(s, x) \), where \( P \) is a condition that can match the situation predicates in the episodic database and hand-coded background predicates. The positive and negative examples of decision concepts are ground terms of the form \( \text{con}(s_0, op(x_0)) \). The training set generator constructs these examples using the accepted and rejected goal annotations in the annotated behavior trace.

![Diagram of positive and negative example regions](image)

**Fig. 5.** Positive and negative example regions

The examples of a concept are created from a set of consecutive situations \( R \) called positive (negative) example regions such that for each \( s_0 \in R \), \( \text{con}(s_0, op(x)) \) is a positive (negative) example. Fig. 5 depicts the positive and negative example regions of an operator \( op_d \) for two kind of decision concepts we consider in this paper. The horizontal direction represents consecutive situations in the behavior trace and the boxes represent the accepted annotation regions of three operators \( \text{parent}(op_d) \), \( op_d \), and \( op_b \) such that \( \text{parent}(op_d) \) is the parent operator of \( op_d \), and \( op_b \) is an arbitrary selected operator that shares the same parent with \( op_d \). For example, we get the negative examples of the termination-condition concept of an operator \( op_d \) from a region of situations where \( op_d \) is selected but has not been terminated yet and we get its positive examples right after \( op_d \) is terminated (Fig 5.a). Similarly, the positive example region of the selection condition of \( op_d \) is where the expert has started pursuing \( op_d \) and its negative example region is where another operator is selected (Fig 5.b). If for example we have \( op_d=\text{go-to-door}(d_1) \), \( A=s_{20}\cdot s_{30} \), and \( B=s_{50}\cdot s_{60} \), we could have the positive example selection-condition(\( s_{20}, \text{go-to-door}(d_1) \)) and the negative example selection-condition(\( s_{50}, \text{go-to-door}(d_1) \)). If behavior with negative goal annotations are available (either agent program specification rejected by the expert or undesired selection explicitly specified by the expert), these also provide examples for selection and termination conditions (Fig 5.c,d).
Learning Decision Concepts

The generated examples are given to an ILP algorithm, currently inverse entailment (Muggleton, 1995), to learn a theory that represents the decision concepts. The learning uses the examples generated by the training set generator and the background knowledge consisting of a hand-coded domain theory and the situation predicates stored in the episodic database. Like many ILP algorithms, inverse entailment conducts a heuristic search in the space of valid rules, evaluating the hypothesis for coverage of positive and negative examples. Fig. 6 depicts a correct hypothesis that is learned with this process. Note that we use Prolog syntax where the capitals are variables. It reads as: “At any situation S with an active goal get-item(Item), the operator go-to-door(Door) should be selected if Door can be instantiated with a door in the room of the agent and on a path towards the TargetRoom which contains the Item.” Here, the learning system models the selection decision of go-to-door by checking the high-level goals and retrieving relevant information (active-goal retrieves information about the desired item), knowledge about the world (i.e. contains), and inferences (i.e. path). The path inference the agent makes depend on structured sensors such as current-room and knowledge about how the rooms are connected.

\[
\text{selection-condition}(S, \text{go-to-door}(Door)) \leftarrow \\
\text{active-goal}(S, \text{get-item}(Item)) \text{ and} \\
\text{agent-self}(S, \text{Agent}) \text{ and} \\
\text{path}(S, \text{Agent}, \text{Path}) \text{ and} \\
\text{pathdoor}(S, \text{Path}, \text{Door}) \text{ and} \\
\text{destination}(S, \text{Path, TargetRoom}) \text{ and} \\
\text{contains}(S, \text{TargetRoom, Item}).
\]

**Fig. 6.** A desired selection condition of go-to-door

The object valued parameters of the parent operator simplify the learning task, by providing access to the more relevant parts of the background knowledge by helping to find complex relations between the goals. For example in Fig. 6, the conditions for selecting the correct door could be very complex and indirect if the parent operator did not have the Item parameter that guides the search (i.e. the towards the room that contains the item).

Implementation

The relational learning by observation component is evaluated in (König and Laird, 2004). The current implementation of Redux allows the expert to specify behavior and mark decisions of the agent program as correct or incorrect. In the current implementation, the expert cannot dynamically change the agent generated behavior, but can achieve a similar effect by rejecting agent behavior and generating a new one.

We have only preliminary experimental results for the overall framework. In our initial experiments, the rule in Fig. 6 was learned in 2 learning cycles using a scenario consisting of 10 situations. In the first cycle when the learner had only expert specified behavior, overgeneral rules were learned that select random doors in the room of the agent. In the second cycle, the expert gave feedback on incorrect selections of these rules and the learner was able to induce the correct rule in Fig. 6.

Related Work

Replicating the behavior of a human expert by passively observing is often called behavioral cloning. Most behavioral cloning research to date has focused on learning sub-cognitive skills in controlling a dynamic system such as pole balancing (Michie, Bain, and Hayes-Michie, 1990), controlling a simulated aircraft (Sammut et. al. 1992; Michie and Camacho, 1992), or operating a crane (Urbancic and Bratko, 1994). In contrast, our focus is capturing deliberate high-level reasoning, which we hope to achieve by interpreting the expert behavior in the context of additional information the expert provides and through an interaction with learned agent programs.

Using goals was proposed to improved robustness of the learned agents. Camacho’s system (1998) induced controllers that had goal parameters so that the execution system can use the same controllers under varying goal settings, but the goal settings are not learned. Isaac and Sammut (2003) present a two step approach where first a mapping from states to goal parameters is learned, then control actions are learned in terms of these goals. Suc and Bratko (2000) describe induction of qualitative constraints that model trajectories the expert is trying to follow to achieve goals.

In the goal-directed behavioral cloning research mentioned above, goals are desired values for some predefined parameters of a dynamic system. For example, the learning-to-fly domain has goal parameters such as target turn-rate. In contrast, the goals in our framework correspond to durative high-level internal states of the expert indicating that a particular kind of behavior is desired. Unlike the above approaches, we don’t assume pre-existing definitions for the goals. In our framework, goals are learned by learning when the experts select them as well as learning which behaviors become relevant once the goals are selected. The goals are hierarchically organized so that the goals at the high-levels of the hierarchy can represent complex behavior. van Lent’s (2000) learning by observation system KnoMic also learns hierarchies of durative goals using annotated behavior traces, although his goals don’t have parameters, preventing it from modeling complex relations between the goals. It uses an essentially propositional representation that limits its ability to deal with complex situations and to model complex reasoning of the human expert. None of these systems use behavior data generated though an interaction of the expert with an agent program. TRAIL (Benson and Nilsson, 1995) uses human behavior traces
together with experimentation in an ILP setting, but it learns what changes the actions cause, not to behave like the expert. Relational reinforcement learning with expert guidance (Driessens and Dzeroski, 2002) combine relational behavior traces generated by the experts with traces obtained from experimentation on the environment. Although their system use expert guidance to more quickly reach states that return reward, it doesn’t use the choices of the experts as positive examples and learning is still based on linking the decisions to future reward signals. Neither of these systems try to replicate task performance behavior of the expert, which is our main focus in this paper.

**Conclusion**

Although the learning from diagrammatic behavior specifications approach described in this paper uses a learning by observation component, it addresses some of the important weaknesses of traditional learning by observation with real behavior performance data. The expert can use the diagrammatic interface to naturally express his/her mental reasoning, helping the learner to better model the expert. The diagrammatic interface provides a natural communication medium where the expert and the agent program share knowledge and specify behavior interactively, focusing to situations where the agent program is lacking knowledge most. Since the specified behavior is an abstraction of the real behavior, the learner can be biased to consider only the situations and objects that are relevant to a decision, and fewer examples may be sufficient to learn general knowledge.
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